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QFF backs campaign for media reform 

 

The Queensland Farmers’ Federation (QFF) is backing the Save Our Voices campaign. 

The campaign is led by Australia’s four independent regional broadcasters, Prime, Southern 
Cross Austero, WIN and Imparja as well as former Deputy Prime Minister Tim Fischer to advocate 
for a change to outdated media laws that prevent regional broadcasters from competing fairly 
with their major metropolitan counterparts. 

QFF CEO Ruth Wade said “People in rural communities rely on regional broadcasting services 
not only for news and weather but for community services announcements about local sporting 
teams and information that is important to farming families.” 

“These broadcasters also contribute to rural economies by employing locals in regional news 
rooms and providing an affordable advertising option for local small businesses.” 

Unfortunately out-of-date media laws are weakening regional broadcasters and discriminating 
against the needs of rural and regional Australia. 

The current laws that regulate media were created 23 years ago, before the Internet, 
smartphones or tablets; they are out of date and unfair. 

These laws discourage investment in local broadcasting, limiting the ability of broadcasters to 
serve rural and regional communities, whilst allowing metro media players to overrun regional 
markets with programing devoid of local content.” 

Ms Wade said the QFF believes media reform in Australia is urgently required to protect regional 
services. 

“Far too often the voices of farming families and communities are drowned out by a metro 
media focused primarily on the concerns of Australians who live in capital cities.” 

“Regional broadcasting is about telling the stories that matter locally, be it celebrating local 
sporting success, farmer innovation or grappling with important issues like drought and rural 
mental health. This type of local content cannot be replaced by generic broadcasts made for 
city viewers.” 

“Backing Save Our Voices is an opportunity for QFF and its members to support strong 
representation of rural and regional concerns on our local TV stations and to ensure the voice of 
the bush stays strong.” 

The QFF encourages its members to support the Save Our Voices campaign by visiting 
www.saveourvoices.com.au and signing a pledge of support, or sending a letter to your MP 
calling for media reform. 


